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editorial

Dear friends and readers;
Shipping is the living proof of Darwinism; it is not the
strongest or the most intelligent that survive, but rather
those who are most able to adapt to change.

Gaute Gjelsten
Head of Wikborg Rein’s Shipping Offshore Group
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I

n 2013, the shipping market is well into its sixth year of downturn. History
has shown that shipping has a strong cyclical nature and the question now
being asked is whether the tide is finally turning. Are the markets beginning
to come back?
	An example of the shipping market’s adaptability has been demonstrated by the
increasing number of owners turning to the bond market. This is due to a combination
of a tightening regulatory regime under Basel III and traditional sources of finance
drying up, as a result of the global financial crisis and in particular the Eurozone’s
debt crisis. In 2012, we assisted a number of international shipping and offshore clients with bond loans. The high activity in the bond market is set to continue as there
are no signs yet of that market slowing down.
One thing is certain; when the world economy improves, so will the shipping markets. It is however expected that we may see a shift towards new energy sources,
and the ECO-ships with their new fuel-efficient designs may begin to play a more
prominent role. The industry is dynamic by nature and the present market situation
also creates new opportunities for those able and willing to invest. Established and
more robust owners can use these opportunities to restructure and so emerge with a
strengthened balance sheet to match market realities.
In this Shipping Offshore Update we write about how the current market situation
may enable well positioned owners to contract new vessels on favourable terms at
prime shipyards. An article on the recent “Union Power” case and “as is” ship sales
provides guidance to those active in the second-hand market, supplemented by an
article on how to chose flag and ship registry. We also look at what happens when
things go wrong and a buyer needs to call on his refund guarantee under a shipbuilding contract in two articles covering the interpretation of guarantees under English
law. Finally, we are happy to present an interview with our new shipping partner in
Singapore, Robert Joiner. Robert is a very valuable addition to our strong shipping
and offshore group of more than 70 lawyers worldwide.
Nor-Shipping 2013 will soon be here. The bi-annual event continues to attract a
wide range of people involved with the maritime industry. It is particularly important
this year to show a long-term commitment and faith in the industry, and the best
place to do this be at the centre of the events. It will therefore be a pleasure for us in
Wikborg Rein’s Shipping Offshore team to invite our clients and friends to our reception on 4 June in our offices.
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shipbuilding - CONtract terms

Shipbuilding
– are buyers dictating the terms?
The shipbuilding market has seen both high peaks and deep troughs
over the last few years. A look back at the contracts that have been
entered into during this period suggests that it is not only the contract
price that is affected by market conditions.

S

hipbuilding contracts are typically entered into on standard
contract forms, which may
favour the yard or the buyer or attempt
to achieve a more balanced position
between the parties. However even
within the four corners of a “standard”
contract, the parties may through their
negotiations influence the balance and
risk profile of the contract.
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Impact of the financial crisis
In the period leading up to 2008 the demand for new ships
exceeded the supply, and shipbuilding contracts became
increasingly yard friendly. Yards were able to dictate terms to
buyers competing for berth space. The financial crisis quickly
led to a period when there were many distressed shipbuilding contracts and cancellations. Already the re-sales of those
projects began to correct some of the yard friendly picture that
had emerged.
In the current market freight rates have suffered as a result
of overcapacity in the shipping markets. 2012 saw a ten year
low with the fleet order book falling from 20 percent to 12
percent of the total fleet. There were exceptions, most notably
in LNG and the offshore markets, but for many shipyards the
future is grim. For owners considering placing new orders, the
future may however appear somewhat brighter, as they may
negotiate terms that were unachievable in 2007/2008.
It is fair to say that this change may not yet have reached
Norway, where activity in the offshore construction market
remains high. The order book built up by the Norwegian yards
during 2012 remains strong, albeit capacity is not as tight as it
was some years ago.
Payment and commercial terms
Payment terms and the requirement of performance guarantees are conditions typically affected by the market conditions.
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During the “boom” period, yards were
in a position to demand documentation
and guarantees to evidence the buyers’ ability to pay and take delivery of
the vessel. Now, guarantees are rarely
required unless the buyer is a single
purpose company, in which case a parent company guarantee is often sufficient. On the other hand, buyers can now
regularly demand parent guarantees
securing the yards’ performance.
	Another buyer friendly feature
increasingly seen in these “depressed”
times, is that the majority of the purchase price is usually paid on delivery
of the vessel, in some cases up to 90
percent. This is a complete turnaround
as compared with the period leading up
to 2008. Previously buyers were forced
to meet the yards’ demands for “slot
reservation fees” in order to be able to
commence contract negotiations with a
fixed delivery date. In addition the buyers were also required to commit to significant down payments if the contract
was entered into, often up to 80-90 percent pre-delivery. Now yards are willing to provide most of the pre-delivery
funding themselves and they frequently
contribute to the post-delivery financing
by granting seller’s credits, and in some
cases even by agreeing to take an equity
share in the vessel.
	Another feature of the pre-2008
“boom”, was that yards were able to shift
the risk of main equipment prices and
other fluctuating costs to the buyers.
The price of for example the hull works
and/or main engine were given on an “as
quoted” basis (basic price) and the buyers were forced to take the risk on what
would be the final cost. Today the traditional principle of a fixed price contract
(albeit subject to variations) is seldom
contested.
Liability and risk
The “turnkey” principle has traditionally prevailed when considering the

allocation of liability and risk under a shipbuilding contract.
However even this principle was challenged in the years prior
to the financial crisis. The yards sought to limit liability for
design by making the shipbuilding contract “back to back” with

However even within the four corners of a
“standard” contract, the parties may through
their negotiations influence the balance and
risk profile of the contract.
the design contract. This represented an extensive carve out
from the turnkey principle relating to main vessel characteristics such as speed, deadweight and consumption. Today yards
are back to taking full responsibility for the design.
	As for the risk of procuring main equipment on time, it was
commonly seen during the “boom” that yards were successful
in limiting their liability for delay in delivery of main components. In today’s market, the reduced lead time for main equipment and buyers’ increased bargaining power have shifted this
risk back to the yards.
	A new feature, based on experiences from distress scenarios in 2009 and 2010, is that buyers often negotiate a right
to suspend construction and postpone delivery against payment of an agreed fee. Such suspension clauses allow buyers
to make alternative arrangements if their ability to take delivery is being jeopardized during the construction period. These
clauses also give buyers time to avoid (an often unlimited)
liability arising from a failure to pay for the vessel on delivery.
Final remarks
The contract terms touched upon in this article show how
the market situation affects key provisions of a shipbuilding
contract and consequently the balance of the entire contract.
When negotiating a contract it is often difficult to assess the
significance of such contract provisions. However the momentum of the current market practice should be borne in mind
when negotiating a shipbuilding contract. Given the current
market conditions buyers lose nothing by making a request for
a particular term or provision. Whilst such an approach may
not always be successful buyers may be pleasantly surprised
by the extent to which yards are now prepared to meet their
requests more than half way. •
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–

GUARANTEES –
further guidance on
cutting a Gordian knot
Once again English courts have delivered an important decision
on guarantees and the all important distinction under English law
between guarantees and indemnities or on-demand bonds.

U

nder a guarantee, the promise given by the guarantor is that the debtor will perform its obligations
under the secured contract. If the debtor fails to
do so, the guarantor is liable to the same extent as the debtor
under the contract. Conversely, where security is given by way
of an on-demand bond then the obligation of the guarantor is
to pay if the debtor does not, irrespective of any dispute under
the contract.
The English courts have repeatedly attempted to explain
the distinction between these two forms of security. In a recent
decision the Court of Appeal has attempted a more simple solution by seeking to cut or perhaps untie this Gordian knot.
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Wuhan Guoyu Logistics v
Emporiki Bank
In Wuhan Guoyu Logistics Group v
Emporiki Bank1 (the buyers) Greek owners had contracted with a shipyard in
Wuhan, China, for the construction of
two handymax bulk carriers. The contract price was payable in instalments.
At the time the dispute arose, the first
instalment had been paid, and the second instalment had arguably fallen due.
The shipyard had provided a refund
guarantee for each of the buyers’ instalments, and the buyers’ financing bank
was required to provide a payment
guarantee in advance in respect of each
instalment to be paid by the buyers. A
payment guarantee had been issued
by the buyers’ bank about four months
prior to the shipyard calling for payment
of the second instalment.
Under the shipbuilding contract, the
second instalment was due upon steel
cutting. When the shipyard demanded
payment of the second instalment it provided a certificate of steel cutting, but the
certificate was not countersigned by the
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buyers’ representative, as required. The buyers argued that the
second instalment was not due, as there was no proof that the
steel was indeed cut. This dispute was taken to arbitration, with
the buyers contending that the shipyard must await an award in
its favour before enforcing its claim for the second instalment.
The shipyard made a demand under the payment guarantee and commenced court proceedings seeking an immediate
judgment. The bank tried to avoid payment by claiming that
its payment guarantee was a guarantee and not an on-demand
bond. The bank argued that until the buyers were held liable
for payment of the second instalment, it had no liability to pay
under the payment guarantee.
The shipyard argued that the payment guarantee was an ondemand bond and that the bank was liable irrespective of the
arbitration proceedings. As guarantor, the bank’s obligations
under an on-demand bond were not dependent on the outcome
of the underlying arbitration.
The decision
The challenge in this case was that the payment guarantee
used language that was consistent with both guarantees and
on-demand bonds. To the relief of the bank, the High Court
judge found the payment guarantee to be a guarantee, not an
on-demand bond. Hence, the judge decided that the shipyard

had to await resolution of the dispute
with the buyers in the arbitration.
The shipyard appealed and the judgment was this time in favour of the
shipyard. The Court of Appeal dispensed
with much of the legal analysis that had
occupied the High Court and referred
to the guidance given in Paget’s Law of
Banking which is considered to be an
authoritative textbook in this area of
law2. In particular the Court of Appeal
drew attention to following passage in
Paget’s: “Where an instrument (i) relates to
an underlying transaction between the parties in different jurisdictions, (ii) is issued
by a bank, (iii) contains an undertaking
to pay “on demand” (with or without the
words “first” and/or “written”) and (iv) does
not contain clauses excluding or limiting
the defences available to a guarantor, it will
almost always be construed as a demand
guarantee.”…
The Court of Appeal held that this
guidance should be applied or treated as

9

... a “bank guarantor is not and
should not be concerned in any
way with the rights and wrongs
of the underlying transaction”

strongly presumptive where the obligation to pay is expressed
to be “on-demand”, and added that the presumption should even
apply in circumstances where the security document does not
contain clauses excluding or limiting the defences available to
a guarantor. Having followed Paget’s, the Court of Appeal had
little hesitation in deciding that the payment guarantee was
indeed an on-demand bond and the buyer’s bank was liable.
	As the Court of Appeal held, a “bank guarantor is not and
should not be concerned in any way with the rights and wrongs
of the underlying transaction”. Guarantees such as the payment
guarantee in this case “are almost worthless if the Bank can resist
payment on the basis that a foreign buyer is disputing whether a
payment is due”.
Comment
This decision perhaps tells us nothing new, but it makes an
important point that when construing the language of a guarantee or on-demand bond, it is important to have regard to previous case law and text books such as Paget’s Law of Banking.
Further the commercial purpose of security being provided for
a payment obligation should not be underestimated. This decision reinforces the point that where such security is being provided by a bank the presumption is that the bank’s obligation is
to pay when called upon to do so.
Postscript from Norway
A recent Norwegian Supreme Court judgment (Norsk
Tillitsmann ASA v Silvercoin Industries AS, Rt. 2012 p. 1267)
deals with a similar distinction under Norwegian law; the
distinction between an ordinary guarantee triggered by the
default of the principal debtor (selvskyldnergaranti) and an ondemand guarantee (påkravsgaranti).
In the judgment, the Supreme Court confirms the long
held view that the main rule under Norwegian law is that the
guarantor’s liability is triggered by the default of the principal
debtor (selvskyldnergaranti) unless there is a reasonably clear
basis for a different interpretation. Another important distinction under Norwegian law, not discussed here, is between
guarantees triggered by default and guarantees triggered
by insolvency). With that starting point, the Supreme Court

scrutinised the wording of the various
guarantee clauses, and concluded that
the Silvercoin guarantee was indeed
an ordinary guarantee triggered by the
default of the principal debtor (selvskyldnergaranti) and not an on-demand guarantee (påkravsgaranti).
Taken at face value, the Supreme
Court’s reasoning and conclusion
may be seen as expressing the complete opposite view as that held by the
English Court of Appeal. In our view,
that is not the case. The Silvercoin guarantee was not a bank guarantee as in the
Wuhan Guoyu Logistics Group v Emporiki
Bank, and the Norwegian Supreme
Court clearly distinguishes the case at
hand from guarantees issued by banks
or other financial institutions. Analysing
the Supreme Court’s arguments, it is
possible that the Supreme Court could
have arrived at a different conclusion if
the guarantee had been issued by a bank
or other financial institution. As noted
from the above, the fact that the issuer
was a bank was also mentioned by the
Court of Appeal. However, in the matter
at hand there was also other evidence
(outside the guarantee itself) pointing
towards the conclusion the Supreme
Court arrived at. Hence it may be that
the final conclusion would have been the
same even if the guarantee was issued
by a bank or other financial institution. •
Wuhan Guoyu Logistics Group Co Ltd, Yangzhou
Guoyu Shipbuilding Co Ltd v Emporiki Bank of
Greece SA, [2012] EWCA Civ 1629 (Judgment on 7
December 2012).
2 Paget’s Law of Banking; 13th ed. (2007), para 34.4.
This extract was also quoted by the Court of Appeal
in Gold Coast Ltd v Caja de Ahorros [2002] 1 Lloyd’s
Rep 617
1
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Guarantees – making time of the essence

BEFORE
TERMINATING
When a party commits a breach of contract entitling the other party to terminate,
the advice most often given is for the innocent party not to delay in the exercise of
its rights. To do so may raise difficult questions as to whether the right has been
waived and whether the late exercise of a right to terminate itself amounts to a
repudiatory breach, which may gift the defaulting party an easy exit.

T

he recent decision of the English High Court in the
“Hansa Murcia”1 serves as a useful reminder that time
may be an equally important consideration before the
right to terminate arises.
Background
The buyers entered into a shipbuilding contract for the construction of a container vessel. Repayment of the instalments
paid by the buyers under the contract were secured by a refund
guarantee issued by the shipyard’s bank.
The refund guarantee was to remain in force until the earliest of: (i) the delivery of the vessel to the buyers; (ii) refund
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by the shipyard or the shipyard’s bank; or (iii) a fixed drop
dead date. The refund guarantee also provided that if arbitration proceedings were commenced prior to the delivery of
the vessel then the validity of the refund guarantee would be
extended to 60 calendar days after the issue of the final arbitration award.
The construction of the vessel was delayed and the parties
agreed a new delivery date, which was after the drop dead date
in the refund guarantee. The shipyard undertook to arrange for
the extension of the refund guarantee but failed to do so. Two
days prior to the expiry of the guarantee the buyers terminated
the shipbuilding contract. In their termination notice, the buyers alleged that the shipyard had failed to obtain an extension
of the refund guarantee and that this amounted to a repudiatory breach of the shipbuilding contract. The buyers served a
notice of arbitration and on the same day the refund guarantee
was extended by the shipyard’s bank.
Tribunal decision
The tribunal was asked to consider
validly terminated the shipbuilding
decided that although there was no
when the extended refund guarantee

whether the buyers had
contract. The arbitrators
express agreement as to
had to be in place, it was

11

an implied term of that agreement that any extension of the
refund guarantee would be procured by the shipyard within a
reasonable time. A reasonable time was held to be no later than
14 days prior to the expiry date.
The arbitrators further decided that the shipyard’s failure
to procure the extension until two days prior to expiry left the
buyers with an unreasonably short time to consider what steps
to take and, in particular, to decide whether to terminate the
contract or to commence arbitration. The arbitrators took the
view that the buyers were entitled to have absolute certainty
that the extended refund guarantee was in place at least seven
days before expiry. The buyers should not have had to wait
until the last minute for the sellers to extend the refund guarantee. The shipyard was thus held to be in repudiatory breach
and the buyers’ termination of the shipbuilding contract was
found to be lawful.
What happened next?
The shipyard appealed the tribunal’s award, and their main
argument was that no term could be implied into the agreement that any extension of the refund guarantee had to be procured within a reasonable time, because the expiry date of the
refund guarantee was clearly stated in the guarantee itself.
The shipyard also argued that the wording of the refund
guarantee was wide enough to trigger an automatic extension where arbitration proceedings had been commenced, even
where proceedings were started after the expiry of the refund
guarantee. Consequently, the shipyard argued there was never
any danger that the buyers’ security would be imperilled.
Court’s decision
The court upheld the tribunal’s decision that there was an
implied term that the extension of the refund guarantee had
to be procured within a reasonable time. However, the court
stated that as the implied term was only an inominate term
this meant that in order to terminate the shipbuilding contract,
the buyers had to demonstrate that the shipyard’s breach had
substantially deprived them of the entire benefit of the shipbuilding contract.
The court did not agree with the tribunal that buyers’ security had been imperilled by the delay in extending the refund
guarantee. The refund guarantee was still in place on the date
when the shipbuilding contract was terminated, and the breach
was capable of being remedied prior to the expiry date. The buyers could have waited until such expiry and then commenced
arbitration proceedings against the shipyard. The start of these
proceedings would have automatically triggered an extension
of the refund guarantee and the resurrection of the security.
The buyers would then have had adequate time to take advice,

make decisions and implement any course of action in relation
to arbitration, termination or calling on the refund guarantee.
Since the breach by the shipyard did not substantially deprive
the buyers of the benefit of the shipbuilding contract the court

Where contractual rights are
breached, an innocent party
cannot lie in wait choosing the
moment to terminate.
concluded that the shipyard was not in repudiatory breach and
the buyers were not entitled to terminate.
Reference was also made in the judgement to the tribunal’s
observation that at no time prior to their termination had the
buyers made time of the essence. In fact, in the two months
after concluding the agreement on the extension, the buyers
had done nothing at all in response to advice from the shipyard
that efforts were being made to extend the refund guarantee.
One option that was available to the buyers was that they
could have advised the shipyard that they were in default and
also stated that unless the default was remedied within a certain period, then the shipbuilding contract would be terminated. In other words, the buyers needed to make time of the
essence. The buyers’ failure to do so meant that they could not
then suddenly terminate the shipbuilding contract without any
prior warning to the shipyard.
Comment
The refund guarantee in the “Hansa Murcia” case is similar to
a wording of many refund guarantees issued under shipbuilding contracts. The lessons of the case are clear and may have
a wider application. Where contractual rights are breached, an
innocent party cannot lie in wait choosing the moment to terminate. Where a repudiatory breach has occurred the innocent
party must act swiftly to protect its rights of termination. If
the breach is not repudiatory or any right to terminate is not
exercised immediately then, prior to exercising any rights of
termination, the innocent party must consider whether time
needs to be made of the essence so far as concerns the performance of the outstanding contractual obligation. •
1
Wuhan Ocean Economic &Technical Cooperation Company Ltd and Nantong
Huigang Shipbuilding Co Ltd –v- Schiffahrts – Gessellschaft “Hansa Murcia” MBH &
Co KG (Hansa Murcia) (2012) EWHC 3104 (Comm).
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NSF 1993
– sellers beware!
The English Courts have found that the standard wording of the Norwegian
Saleform 1993 does not exclude an obligation on a seller to ensure that the
ship or offshore unit being sold is of satisfactory quality and fit for purpose, as
implied by the English Sale of Goods Act.

F

or those familiar with ship
sale and purchase transactions, the Norwegian Saleform
Memorandum of Agreement (the “NSF”),
is the most popular of the pro-forma
contracts used for the sale of secondhand vessels and offshore units. It has
always been the subject of some speculation as to whether the NSF (both 1987
and 1993 versions) exclude terms as to
satisfactory quality and fitness for purpose, which are implied into contracts
of sale by the English Sale of Goods Act
1979 (the “SGA”). The recent decision in
Dalmare SpA v. Union Maritime Limited
and Valor Shipping Limited (the “Union

contacts /

Power”) has now put this debate to rest
as it has been held that such terms are
to be implied unless expressly excluded.
The facts
Pursuant to a Memorandum of Agreement (the “MoA”) based on the NSF
1993, the sellers agreed to sell a 1994

It was held that the implied
terms were to be considered
as incorporated unless the
parties had specifically
contracted out of them,
which had not been done in
this case.
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built motor tanker, the Calafuria, to the
buyers for US$ 7 million. As per the
standard wording, Clause 11 of the MoA
provided that the “[v]essel shall be delivered and taken over as she was at the time
of inspection, fair wear and tear excepted”.

The vessel was found to be in satisfactory condition both on the pre-delivery
inspection and during a survey conducted
on delivery. However, a month after the
delivery of the vessel, the main engine
broke down due to a defective crankpin.
The buyers commenced arbitration and
the arbitrators held that there was a
breach of the term as to satisfactory quality implied into the MoA by the SGA, and
that the buyers were entitled to damages
accordingly. The sellers appealed to the
Commercial Court.
The issue
Section 14 of the SGA states that it is
an implied term in respect of goods supplied under sales contracts governed
by English law that they are to be of a
satisfactory quality. This term will not
be implied where the parties expressly
exclude such terms or where an express
term of the contract is inconsistent with
such implied term.
The sellers argued that the words
“as she was” in Clause 11 of the MoA
had the same meaning as the words “as
is” or “as is, where is” or other similar
phrases. They maintained that it was
settled law that such phrases meant that

phOTO: Nina M. Hanevold

on delivery, the buyers were required to
take delivery of the goods in the condition that they found them – “warts and
all” – with no implied warranty of quality or fitness for purpose.
The buyers on the other hand argued
that the terms implied by Section 14 of
the SGA applied unless the parties had
expressly contracted out of them, or had
provided for a clear alternative regime
as to quality that was wholly inconsistent with the implied term. The buyers
maintained that neither outcome had
been achieved in this case.
The Court found in favour of the buyers. It was held that the implied terms
were to be considered as incorporated
unless the parties had specifically contracted out of them, which had not been
done in this case. The judge also found
that the words “as she was” did not bear the
same meaning as the phrase “as is, where
is”. It was clear that the words “as she was”
created an obligation on the part of the
sellers to deliver the vessel in the same
condition as she was when inspected.
Significantly the judge noted that
if he had been asked to determine the
issue, he may have found that the “as
is” provisions often provided in sale and

purchase contracts, were not inconsistent with the implied terms of the SGA.
Consequently these words are not sufficient to exclude implied terms as to
quality and fitness for purpose.
Comment
This ruling has important implications
on the terms agreed for the sale and
purchase of second hand rigs or vessels.
Buyers and sellers need to give careful
consideration to whether they intend for
the terms of the SGA to apply to their
contracts. If not, then express wording is
required to expressly and unequivocally
exclude such terms from applying.
In February 2012, the Norwegian
Shipbrokers Association introduced an
updated version of the NSF intended to
replace the 1993 version. Clause 18 (lines
407 to 408) in the NSF 2012 version contains an express provision stating that
‘Any terms implied into this Agreement by
any applicable statute or law are hereby
excluded to the extent that such exclusion
can be legally made’. These words effectively excludes the SGA implied terms
from applying to the contract, and thereby
restores the position to the recognised
“as is” nature of the contemplated sale.

It is important to bear in mind that the
relevance of the Union Power decision
extends beyond ship sale and purchase,
since the SGA may well imply terms
into all “as is” contracts for the sale and
purchase of goods governed by English
law, unless expressly excluded. •

SEMINAR /
The Union Power case is an important
decision of the English Court and may
have wider implications for clients who
continue to sell ships and offshore units
under NSF 1993. It is also relevant for
clients when using NSF 2012. In co-operation with the Norwegian Shipbroker’s
Association, we will arrange a breakfast
seminar on 6 March 2013 at Wikborg
Rein’s Oslo office where we will i.a. give
a presentation of the “Union Power”
decision, followed by a discussion on
the construction of “as is” and similar
contract terms and “entire agreement”
clauses under English and Norwegian
law. All presentations will be in English
and details of the program can be found
on our website (wr.no).
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ship registration

What flag to fly?
Shipowners often face a decision as to which flag they should fly
on their vessel. This decision needs to be made whether an owner is
registering a newbuilding, changing flag in connection with a sale
& purchase transaction or concluding a bareboat contract. Several
factors may influence the choice of flag.

S

hipowners have considerable freedom when choosing
where to register their vessels. The main objective is
usually to minimise costs and maximise revenue. If a
shipowner wishes to use an open registry then there are many
registries from which to choose, and many appear to offer quite
similar terms for registration. There are however some important differences worth noting. In this article we shall look at
some of those differences and the factors a shipowner may seek
to take into account when making a decision as to what best
meets its requirements.
Shipowning company
Most registries do not require the owning company to be
incorporated under the laws of its state, but this is necessary

with some registries, such as Cyprus and
Denmark. For the majority of registries
it is sufficient that the shipowning company appoints an agent residing in the
country. In the Bahamas and Panama,
the registries do not require either a
local shipowning company or a local
agent to be appointed.
Vessel requirements
When it comes to ship eligibility, some
registries impose restrictions on the
type of ship, the size of the ship and/
or the age of the ship. Usually requirements regarding size and age are not
absolute and may be waived by arranging for additional inspections and the
payment of fees.
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Cabotage and embargoes
The transportation of cargo or passengers between domestic ports (cabotage) is restricted in most countries.
Shipowners must also be aware of the
fact that vessels flying certain flags may
be restricted from entering some countries’ ports. For example, Cypriot-flagged
ships are not permitted to enter ports in
Turkey because of the Turkish embargo.
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Blacklisting and Paris MoU
The Paris Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control
(Paris MoU – www.parismou.org) is an organisation responsible
for harmonizing port state control inspections undertaken by
its 27 member countries. A flag’s rating according to the Paris
MoU (or similar organisations, such as the Tokyo MoU or the
US Coast Guard) is an important consideration when choosing
registry. A black or gray listed flag may increase the frequency
of port state controls, which may result in expensive delays. The
flag’s listing may also cause concern among others who have an
interest in the vessel, such as banks and charterers.
Nationality of crew and managers
Most registries do not have restrictions on the nationality of
crew or management as long as international standards are met,
but there are exceptions. For example for Danish flagged ships,
the master must be a Danish citizen, or a citizen of an EEA or
EU state.
Taxes and fees
Tax considerations often play an important part when decisions
are made about which flag to choose. Most of the open registries have an initial registration fee plus an annual tonnage tax.
Income tax is generally not imposed if the shipowning company is not a tax resident in the flag state.
Bareboat registration
A temporary bareboat registration under another flag may be
necessary to trade in certain markets. If the shipowner requires
the vessel to fly the flag of a second state for a limited period
of time, it is necessary to register the ship under a flag that
accepts bareboat charter-out registrations.
When registration of bareboat chartering-out is permitted,
the ship is commonly suspended from the primary registry
during the bareboat charter period. Registration of bareboat
charter both in and out, are permitted in many registries, but
not for example in the Norwegian International Ship Register
(“NIS”). In Singapore bareboat charter-in registration is only
permitted on a case by case basis.
Documentary requirements
All the registries typically require extensive documentation to
be produced to enable registration. The main difference between
the registries is the extent to which they require original documents prior to registering the vessel and, in addition, the extent
to which the documents must be notarized and legalized/apostilled, which can be a time consuming exercise. If pressed for
time, one may consider moving to a registry that is flexible in

accepting, for example, PDF copies for
provisional registration.
Mortgage and mortgagee’s
rights
The mortgage requirements vary
greatly under different flags. It is therefore important (especially for banks)
to check the rules on priority between
mortgagees, whether the original mortgage deed is required for deletions or
amendments to the mortgage, whether

The main objective is usually
to minimise costs and maximise
revenue.
foreign individuals and entities may act
as mortgagees and if transfer of a mortgage is permitted. All registries charge
a fee for the registration of mortgages,
but only some charge for the deletion of
mortgages. These fees can be considerable and should be checked in advance.
Comments
The matters which need to be considered when choosing a flag for a vessel
as listed above are by no means exhaustive and other factors may be important. When registering a newbuilding
or purchasing a second hand vessel, it
is important to have a clear picture of
the chosen registry’s requirements well
in advance to avoid a situation where a
closing has to be postponed – or worse
still fails – because requirements are
overlooked or considered too late. •
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marine insurance

THE

NORDIC PLAN
The Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan contains the insurance conditions
used for marine insurance, other than P&I, that are widely used in both the
Norwegian and international markets. In January 2013 these conditions were
replaced by the Nordic Marine Insurance Plan of 2013 which, in its shortened
form, is referred to as “The Nordic Plan”.

W

hilst the Nordic Plan is based on the previous
Norwegian Plan, some important changes have
been made. These amendments will better facilitate the use of the Plan in other Nordic countries as well as in
the international market.
Key features
The Nordic Plan continues the tradition of being an agreed
document. This has been one of the great strengths of the
Norwegian Plan since the terms are seen to be more balanced
than is the case with other insurance conditions. The Plan is
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negotiated by the Nordic Association of Marine Insurers and
the Nordic Shipowners’ Associations in Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland, with assistance from the Nordic Average
Adjusters and academics from the Scandinavian Institute of
Maritime Law at the University of Oslo.
	As with previous versions of the Norwegian Plan, the
Nordic Plan comes with an extensive Commentary to the
clauses, which is over 500 pages. This is an invaluable aid to
understanding the thinking behind the provisions and resolves
in advance many questions of interpretation that could arise. In
order to ensure that the Nordic Plan keeps up with the developments in the market, the intention is to revise it every third
year by Standing Revision Committee. The official language of
the Nordic Plan and the Commentary is English.
In contrast with the English Institute Hull Clauses, the
Nordic Plan is based on the principle of “all risks”. This means
that cover is provided for all marine perils unless these have
been expressly excluded. This makes it easier for the assured to
ensure that all relevant marine risks are covered.
	Another advantage for the assured as compared to, for
example, the English Hull Clauses, is that the assured is entitled to interest on the claims paid under the Plan.
Important aspects of the assured’s duty of due care are regulated by the concepts of alteration of risk and safety regulations. Safety regulations are rules concerning measures for the
prevention of loss given by public authorities, the classification
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society or the insurer. Under these provisions, the insurer will
only be entitled to deny cover if the assured either aggravated
the risk or breached any safety regulations provided that (1)
there is a causal link between the breach and the loss and (2)
the assured has acted negligently. This contrasts favourably
to the concept of warranties under English marine insurance,
where breach of a warranty discharges the insurer from liability irrespective of whether there is any causal connection with
the loss or whether the assured is to blame, which can sometimes create harsh and unreasonable results.
Amendments introduced by the Nordic Plan
Jurisdiction and choice of law
The Nordic Plan provides that when insurance is effected with
a Nordic claims leader, meaning the claims leader based in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark or Finland, legal proceedings may
only be commenced before the courts in the venue where the
head office of the claims leader is located. The co-insurers
may also be sued in the venue of the claims leader, but this
is optional. The governing law is the law of the venue of the
claims leader. When the insurance is effected with a non-Nordic claims leader, Norwegian law applies unless the parties
expressly agree otherwise.
Causation – incidence of loss
If damage to a vessel develops over time, difficult questions
can sometimes arise in deciding to which policy period the
loss should be allocated. This is highly relevant when different
insurers cover different periods.
The Nordic Plan maintains the main rule regarding incidence of loss that has been in force since 1930. This rule states
that an insurer is liable for losses incurred as a result of the
insured interest being struck by an insured peril during the
insurance period. The actual damage does not need to occur
during the insurance period. It is sufficient that the insured
peril has materialized to the extent of creating a critical situation. For example, where a vessel is stuck in ice or captured by
pirates without suffering physical damage until a later insurance period.
On occasions, a pre-existing unknown defect or damage that
has its origin in one insurance period can cause further or different damage during a later insurance period. In such cases it
can be difficult to decide to which insurance period(s) the loss is
to be allocated. The Nordic Plan’s rules concerning such issues
have been simplified and clarified.
Where an unknown defect results in damage to the insured
vessel, the defect is deemed to be a marine peril that strikes the
insured interest at the time when the damage starts to develop.
Where unknown damage in one part of the vessel results in dam-

The Nordic Plan is an
industry updated, adequate,
balanced and foreseeable
insurance solution.
age to another part of the vessel, the original damage shall be
deemed to be a marine peril that strikes the insured interest at
the time the damage to the other part or parts starts to develop.
The Nordic Plan also contains a special rule concerning
defect or damage which is known by the assured, but not by
the insurer. Where such defect causes damage, or such damage causes damage to other parts, the liability of the insurer
will not exceed the amount the assured would have been able
to recover under the insurance in force at the time the assured
first acquired knowledge of the relevant defect or damage.
Error in design and faulty materials
The Nordic Plan covers losses caused by error in design and
faulty materials through the all risks cover. This cover is provided because it is accepted by insurers that such perils constitute an unpredictable risk for the assured. However, this
cover may be considered controversial since the decision as to
whether to carry out work on the vessel is one that the assured
makes rather than insurers. The cover is therefore limited to
include consequential damage caused by error in design or
faulty material; i.e. the insurer is not liable for the costs of
renewing or repairing the part or parts of the hull, machinery
or equipment that are defective. There is however an important exception to this rule if the part or parts in question were
approved by the classification society.
Comment
The initial response to the Nordic Plan from the market suggests that the introduction of these joint Nordic insurance conditions is welcomed by insurers and assureds alike. The Nordic
Plan is an industry updated, adequate, balanced and foreseeable
insurance solution. Compared to many other standard terms of
insurance, the qualities of the Nordic Plan will no doubt provide greater certainty to both insurers and assureds as to the
extent of the insurance cover. •
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SINGAPORE

Robert Joiner –
new English partner in Singapore
Robert Joiner joined the Singapore office of Wikborg Rein as a
partner on 1 November 2012. A an English-qualified solicitor,
he brings to the firm a wide range of experience in arbitration,
commercial litigation and mediation, as well as specific expertise
in shipping, insurance, trade and commodities.

R

obert studied law at Durham
University in the UK and
experienced his first taste of
shipping while working as a student
with the Steamship Mutual P&I Club in
London in the early 80s. “It was there
that I first came across the complexities
of shipping and of insurance,” he says,
“and decided then that I would work in
shipping.”
That resolution saw Robert employed
with firms in Newcastle and London,
before moving to Singapore as partner
with a leading law firm in 2008. Why
Singapore? Robert says: “Increasingly,
I was starting to feel that I was in the
wrong time zone. Most of the enquiries
I was getting related to the Far East and
I was seven or eight hours behind. The
shipping industry needs lawyers who
are able to respond in real time, and that
is what I like to do.”

Today, Robert deals with dry shipping
disputes mainly involving charterparties, contracts of affreightment, bills of
lading and MOAs. He also advises on
shipbuilding contracts, salvage, wreck
removal, commodity trade, insurance
and offshore matters. From Singapore,
Robert runs a large number of arbitrations in London, Singapore and Hong
Kong. He also advises on insurance
regulation and start-up issues relating to P&I and other marine insurance
and, as Robert points out: “Singapore
is a significant player in the marine
insurance industry. Most P&I and other
marine insurers have either established
an office here or are contemplating it.”
Noting that a vast majority of his
work is in arbitration, Robert explains:
“Singapore has been an established name
in terms of arbitrating international
trade, shipping and offshore disputes for
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– I like the fact that the firm has strong
Norwegian connections and is an
established player in the maritime, energy
and offshore sectors.

more than twenty years. The majority of
the disputes in which I am involved are
cases run for clients in the region and
generally conducted on a documentsonly basis. Arbitration remains a very
effective form of dispute resolution in the
shipping industry. It is less formal than
the courts and it affords more opportunity to settle during the process.”
Robert enjoys life at Wikborg
Rein. “It is early days” he says, “but
I like the Wikborg Rein philosophy.
Communication, both within the firm
and with clients, is open, friendly and
clear. It provides for an excellent working environment. I like the fact that the
firm has strong Norwegian connections
and is an established player in the maritime, energy and offshore sectors.”
Wikborg Rein has developed a serious presence and reputation across Asia.
The firm is able to offer a broader range
of support to clients in comparison with
most other international firms in this
region. As Robert points out, Wikborg
Rein’s office in Singapore is unique since
it can also provide Singapore law advice
through its formal law alliance with Pan
Asia Wikborg Rein.
Robert envisages being in Singapore
for the foreseeable future. “It is an excellent place for shipping and offshore lawyers, he says. “Offshore is particularly

strong, and Wikborg Rein has proven
expertise and experience in that sector.
It is a market where people are looking for help from good, experienced and
commercially minded maritime lawyers.
This city has attracted a lot of international law firms who compete hard for
work, but the ones that succeed are
those that offer comprehensive service
which adds value, and it is my belief that
this is where Wikborg Rein comes into
its own.” •
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liability for navigational aids

PILOTAGE does the shipowner foot the bill
for state negligence?
In Norway, as in many other countries, the pilot is considered the servant of the
shipowner and the shipowner will be held responsible for any loss or damage
arising as a result of the pilot’s negligence. Notwithstanding this general
principle, some grey areas exist where the rationale for holding the shipowner
responsible can be called into question.

P

ilotage services in Norway are
operated by the Norwegian
Coastal Administration (the
NCA). In addition to supplying pilotage to vessels in Norwegian waters, the
Coastal Administration is also responsible for recruiting, educating and certifying all state employed pilots.
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Although the rule on liability relating to
pilots is clear, the waters may be muddied where (i) the loss or damage results
from an error the pilot committed prior
to boarding the vessel; or (ii) the loss
or damage results from a failure by the
state to organize and operate the pilotage services in a safe manner. In such
cases questions arise as to whether the
shipowner can hold the state liable.
Legal basis for state
liability
The legal basis for state liability in
Norway is section 2-1 of the Norwegian
Tort Act. According to this provision the
state is liable for public servants’ negligent or wilful acts or omissions occurring in the performance of their duties.
This includes pilots, who are employed
by the NCA. The state will however not
be considered responsible for errors
that the pilots commit whilst piloting

the vessel, because during this period
the pilots are considered to be the shipowners’ servants, cf. section 24 of the
Pilotage Act.
The “Stella Altair” case
There is only one significant case in
Norway where liability was imposed on
the state for loss or damage caused by the
pilot services, the Norwegian Supreme
Court decision the “Stella Altair”. In this
case, the British trawler “Stella Altair”
grounded north of Harstad, Norway on
2 February 1964. The incident occurred
because the pilot dispatcher neglected
to inform the vessel that the pilot he
sent onboard was in fact only a local
mariner, lacking the necessary qualifications to conduct pilotage. The shipowner
and insurers filed a claim for damages
against the state. The majority of the
Supreme Court found that unless otherwise informed, the shipowner had a right
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to expect that the pilot was fully qualified. Consequently, the Supreme Court
held that the state was liable (however
the damages were reduced by half due
to contributory negligence on the part of
the shipowner).
The “Rocknes” case
The most recent court decision concerning state liability for pilotage is the
“Rocknes” case, by Borgarting Court of
Appeal. In this case, the rock dumping vessel “Rocknes” hit a shallow and capsized
in Vatlestraumen near Bergen, Norway
on 19 January 2004, and 18 seamen lost
their life. The shallow had been discovered by the Norwegian Hydrographic
Service several years before, but had
not been notified to vessels (or pilots)
through the ordinary channels; by issuing of a “Notice to Mariners”. The question was whether the state could be held
liable for negligent acts or omissions on
part of the Hydrographic Service, the
NCA (as the pilot’s employer) and/or the
pilot himself.
The shipowner argued that: (i) the
Hydrographic Service was negligent by
not issuing a Notice to Mariners about
the newly discovered shallow, (ii) the
NCA was negligent in failing to ensure
that the pilot had sufficient knowledge
of the relevant fairway to safely pilot
the vessel (including by using the latest
chart on which the shallow was drawn
in) and (iii) the pilot was negligent by
failing to update his knowledge of the
fairway based on the latest chart prior to
boarding the vessel.
	Although the court of first instance
held the state liable, the Court of Appeal
dismissed the claim and found in favor
of the state. The Court of Appeal held
that neither the Hydrographic Services,
the NCA nor the pilot had been negligent. In particular, it was not considered negligent to omit the “Notice to
Mariners” and merely update the chart

eight years later, without specifically
highlighting the new shallow, although
on the chart (1:50 000) the new shallow
was difficult to notice. It was not considered relevant that the failure to issue the

There is only one significant
case in Norway where
liability was imposed on
the state for loss or damage
caused by the pilot services.

Notice to Mariners resulted in the shallow not being marked in the latest BA
chart used by the vessel, which based its
changes on Notice to Mariners. Further,
it was not considered relevant that the
lack of a Notice to Mariners caused
the pilot to be unaware of the shallow prior to boarding the vessel, since
the Hydrographic Service had failed to
inform the NCA of their findings.
The Court of Appeal held that the
NCA could not be expected to instruct
pilots on how to update their knowledge,
or to provide them with the latest charts,
as this was a matter for each individual
pilot. The Court of Appeal also held that
the pilot was fully qualified, and therefore, any errors he made during pilotage were the vessel’s responsibility. It
did not matter that the underlying root
cause occurred prior to him boarding
the vessel.
Current state of the law
The “Rocknes” case suggests that shipowners are responsible for all errors in
pilotage, even those that can be attributed to the pilot not having sufficient
knowledge to safely navigate the vessel
in a manner to be expected. Such a state

of affairs places an unreasonable burden
on the shipowner, since he assumes liability for risks outside his control. The
shipowner pays a fee for pilotage and
cannot choose which pilot to use. It is
not unreasonable for the shipowner to
expect that the pilot is not only formally
qualified, but that he also has the necessary and updated knowledge about the
relevant navigable waters.
However, as this case was decided
by the Court of Appeal and as there is
no judgment yet from the Norwegian
Supreme Court, the issue is one that is
still up for debate. •

FACTS “Rocknes”
• “Rocknes” grounded and
capsized in Vatlestraumen
near Bergen, Norway
• 18 seamen lost their lives
and a serious oil spill
occurred
• The shallow where
“Rocknes” grounded was
unreported in the Notice
to Mariners and the pilot
was unaware of its existence
• The owners and insurers
filed a claim for damages
against the state
• 29 May 2009 - Oslo
District Court found in
favor of the owners and
insurers, but damages
were reduced due to
contributory negligence
• 11 January 2011 –
Borgarting Court of
Appeal dismissed the
claim against the state
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The lugano convention

Taking a stand – the Norwegian
Supreme Court interprets

THE LUGANO
CONVENTION
The Norwegian Supreme Court has recently handed down three
judgments on the Lugano Convention. The outcome in each case is
surprising, and all three merit attention given the importance of the
Lugano Convention in relation to jurisdiction and enforcement.

B

y way of background the
Lugano Convention 2007 (the
“Convention”) was adopted
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in 2010, and succeeded the Lugano
Convention 1988. The Convention
regulates questions of jurisdiction
and enforcement in international disputes, and is the European Free Trade
Association’s (EFTA) equivalent of
the EU’s Brussels I Regulation. The
Convention is treated as lex specialis
under Norwegian law, and supersedes
national legislation where there is a
conflict between the two.
Case No. 1: Members only
The most recent of the three judgments
was delivered on 20 December 2012
(HR-2012-02393-A). The claimant, a
Singaporean shipbroker, commenced
legal proceedings in Norway against a

Norwegian shipowner, for non-payment
of broker commission. Singapore is not a
party to the Convention, and the dispute
had no “adequate connection” to Norway
apart from the defendant’s domicile.
The central question in the case was
whether the Convention applies where
a claimant, not domiciled in a member state, commences legal proceedings against a defendant in his place
of domicile. The issue was whether the
Convention could be invoked by a nonmember state claimant notwithstanding
general international law principles to
the contrary. The Supreme Court was
also asked to consider whether an additional requirement of “adequate connection”, between the subject matter in

phOTO: Erik Burås
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dispute and the Convention state where
legal action is being taken (Norway), is
required under the Convention.
On the narrowest margin, three of
the five Supreme Court Justices held
that such requirement was necessary
for the purposes of the Convention. As a
result the Convention did not enable the
Singaporean shipbroker to invoke jurisdiction in Norway.
The two Justices in the minority concluded that the Convention’s primary
principle, that legal proceedings should
be initiated against a person in the country of his or her domicile, should prevail.
This principle was also considered to be
beneficial for defendants generally. The
minority further argued that case law

from the European Court of Justice (the
“ECJ”) and European legal scholars1 supported the view that the claimant’s domicile is irrelevant. Relying on the wording
of the Convention and the need for certainty, the minority held that there was
no absolute requirement that the claimant be domiciled in a member state.
The majority disagreed, arguing
that an international convention cannot establish rights for non-member
states (or their citizens). It was felt that
the equality of arms between litigating parties would be overridden if one
party could initiate legal proceedings
under the Convention whilst the other
party was limited to bringing a claim
in the opponent’s national territory. The

majority further disagreed that allowing
defendants to be sued in their place of
domicile would generally be beneficial
to defendants.
To support their view, the majority
relied on national sources of law such as
the Norwegian preparatory works, legal
theory and case law. They circumvented
two rather clear ECJ decisions that supported the minority’s view, by arguing
that in those cases the subject matter
in dispute did in fact have an adequate
connection with the member state. The
Justices argued that the requirement
of an “adequate connection” was not an
additional requirement, but merely a
part of the natural interpretation process of the Convention itself. •
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the lugano convention

Interestingly, following the Supreme
Court decision the dispute was sent
back to the Court of Appeal for further
consideration. Although the Supreme
Court decided that the Convention was
inapplicable, they specifically directed
the Court of Appeal to take into account
the general rule under Norwegian law
that a claimant may initiate proceedings against a Norwegian company at
the place of the company’s domicile in
Norway. However, what may have been
overlooked is that under the Norwegian
Civil Procedure Act there is an express
requirement that in order to found jurisdiction in Norway, the case must have
an adequate connection to Norway.
It is fair to say that the Supreme
Court judgment advances an interpretation of the Convention that is contrary
to current ECJ practice and European
legal theory. The ECJ has in recent years
sought to apply the Convention widely
to cases where the claimant is domiciled
in a non-member state. This may in part
be influenced by the widespread criticism from legal scholars against courts
who seek to limit the application of the
Convention.
Norway’s contribution to the debate
places it contrary to the approach being
taken in Europe. This is unfortunate
because it runs contrary to the principle
expressed by the ECJ that “it is settled law
that as far as possible, the Court of Justice
will interpret the terms of the Convention
autonomously so as to ensure it is fully
effected” and “the concept used in the
Convention (…) must be interpreted independently by reference principally to the
system and objectives of the Convention”2.
This Supreme Court decision is surprising because it does not appear to
recognise some important considerations on which the fundamental rule of
autonomous interpretation is based;

such as the legal protection of member state citizens and defendants, the
need for certainty in the application of
the law and achieving a uniform interpretation of the Convention amongst
European states.
Case No. 2: Time limited
lis pendens effect for
Conciliation Board
proceedings
A significant decision for those seeking
to avoid litigation in Norway came about
in the judgment Rt-2012-1404. Norway’s
largest newspaper, Aftenposten, had
published articles based on Wikileaks
documents suggesting that a German
CEO had made certain statements to

The outcome of
this case resulted
from what appears
to be a clear error
on the part of the
legislature.
American embassy personnel in Berlin
about the Galileo satellite system. The
CEO brought a claim against Aftenposten
seeking damages for defamation and the
loss of his job. Aftenposten initiated a
negative declaratory action before the
Oslo Conciliation Board, claiming that
they were not liable.
In response to these proceedings
the CEO initiated legal proceedings
in Germany against Aftenposten. In
accordance with the usual practice in
more complex cases, the Conciliation

Board held that the matter was not suitable to be determined by them and discontinued the proceedings. Immediately
upon receiving the Conciliation Board’s
decision, legal proceedings were initiated by Aftenposten before Oslo District
Court. Oslo District Court then stayed
the proceedings until the German court
had decided whether it had jurisdiction.
The decision by Oslo District Court
to stay the case was appealed by
Aftenposten all the way to the Supreme
Court. The question was whether the proceedings before the Conciliation Board
were lis pendens after the Conciliation
Board had discontinued the proceedings
or – if they were not – whether under
Article 27 (1) of the Convention the
German proceedings took priority over
the Oslo District Court proceedings.
The
former
Norwegian
Civil
Procedure Act (which was in force until
2008) contained a specific provision stating that the lis pendens effect of proceedings discontinued by the Conciliation
Board only ceased if District Court proceedings were not initiated within one
year. There is no similar provision in
the new Civil Procedure Act. Further, it
was expressly stated in the preparatory
works to that Act, that the lis pendens
effect of Conciliation Board proceedings
ceased upon the discontinuation of such
proceedings.
The reasoning behind the omission
of a similar provision in the new Civil
Procedure Act was apparently an oversight. The drafting committee originally
took the view that it should be voluntary whether proceedings had to start
before the Conciliation Board or the
District Court. When the Ministry of
Justice later in the legislative process
decided to make commencement of proceedings before the Conciliation Board
mandatory in certain cases, they omit-
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ted to remedy the corresponding consequences for lis pendens.
The Supreme Court held that it
had little choice but to confirm that
the lis pendens effect ceased when the
Conciliation Board discontinued proceedings. Consequently, the Supreme
Court held that the German proceedings had to be given precedence over
the Oslo District Court proceedings.
Interestingly, the Supreme Court noted
obiter that it was for the legislature to
consider whether this was a satisfactory
situation.
The outcome of this case resulted
from what appears to be a clear error on
the part of the legislature. Nevertheless,
the Supreme Court had ample opportunity to apply a wider interpretation
of the Convention, based on its objectives and the express wording of the
Civil Procedure Act. It chose not to
do so. Until the Civil Procedure Act is
amended, it is important for litigants
to be aware of the fact that where proceedings are commenced before the
Conciliation Board a claimant may start
legal proceedings in another European
state and await a discontinuation of
the proceedings. Discontinuation of
Conciliation Board proceedings occurs
in a majority of commercial cases since
the Conciliation Board rarely considers
complex commercial disputes.
Case No. 3: In absentia
judgment not enforceable –
a narrow escape
The Supreme Court received another
opportunity to interpret the Convention,
albeit the 1988 version, in case Rt-20121468. A Norwegian company had ordered
ready-made meals from an Italian manufacturer. Due to a dispute the Norwegian
company withheld part of the payment.
Despite a Norwegian jurisdiction clause

It remains to be seen what approach the
Supreme Court will seek to take in future
cases concerning the Convention.
in the contract, the Italian producer
obtained a payment order with anticipatory enforcement from Italian courts.
In accordance with Italian civil procedure rules the order was issued without
the defendant being allowed to present
its case. The Norwegian company was
given 60 days to contest the order by
commencing legal proceedings before
Italian courts. The Norwegian company
sent a written protest against the order
to the court, but this protest did not satisfy the Italian requirements as to form
and substance, and was ignored.
The Italian producer then sought
to enforce the Italian payment order
in Norway. The Norwegian company
objected, stating that the Convention’s
requirement for enforcing an in absentia judgment were not fulfilled. The
Supreme Court thus had to consider
whether the Italian order with anticipatory enforcement should be considered
“a document which instituted the proceedings or an equivalent document” under
Article 27 (2) of the 1988 Convention.
It was undisputed between the
parties that payment orders generally fulfilled the requirements of the
Convention3. The argument centered
on the significance of the anticipatory
enforcement nature of the order. The
Supreme Court initially noted that the
adversarial principle was fundamental
for the free movement of judgments
under the Convention. However since
an order with anticipatory enforcement
only expressed an anticipatory view on

the merits, and was given before the
defendant had been given an opportunity to argue its case, the Supreme Court
held that the payment order did not satisfy the requirements of being “a document which instituted the proceedings or
an equivalent document”.
Based on this reasoning the Supreme
Court found that the Italian order could
not be enforced in Norway. The case
is an example of one of the few exceptions under the Convention. It is also an
example of the principle that courts are
reluctant to permit enforcement if fundamental principles in a legal process
are not observed.
A fine balance
In the first two cases the Supreme Court
meticulously distinguished ECJ judgments in order to arrive at a conclusion that appears contrary to the spirit
and intention of the Convention. This
has come as a surprise to many who
question the reasoning and outcome in
these decisions. In the third case the
Convention was however interpreted in
line with ECJ case law. It remains to be
seen what approach the Supreme Court
will seek to take in future cases concerning the Convention. •
Layton, A. et.al. eds., European Civil Practice, 2nd
ed., pp. 381-388 and Magnus, U. and Mankowski, P.,
European Commentaries on Private International Law
– Brussels I Regulation, 2nd ed., p. 24, note 44.
2 Ref. Mutox case (case C-125/92) and Shearson case
(case C-89/91).
3 Ref. the Hengst case (Case C-474/93).
1
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brazil – local content

Certifying

local content in Brazil
The task of complying with local content requirements in any offshore project
is, almost without exception, a challenge. This is certainly true in Brazil where
understanding the rules relating to calculation and certification of local content
is critical to ensuring a successful outcome to a project.

I

n Brazil, local content requirements are regulated by the
National Petroleum Agency
(“ANP”) through exploration and production concession agreements concluded with oil companies. As oil
companies outsource large parts of
their exploration and production activities, local content requirements are
passed on to contractors and suppliers
through the supply chain. In this way,
suppliers and contractors are required
to invest in the local industry to comply with the local content requirements originating from ANP.
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During ANP’s first four Bidding Rounds
(1999-2002), the oil companies could
select the percentage of local content
in their bid proposal. In the Fifth Round
(2003), minimum percentages per block
(onshore or offshore) were established
by ANP. By the Seventh Round (2005)
onwards, specific minimum percentages
for systems, sub-systems and items
were established and ANP also introduced a maximum percentage in order
to avoid artificially high commitments.
Development of the
certification process
Until 2005, the methods for calculating the local content percentage were
vague and calculation was made by
means of declaration stating the origin of the goods. In order to make to
the calculation process more transparent, ANP passed a series of resolutions
(ANP Resolutions no. 35, 36, 37 and
38/2007) in 2007. As a result, manufacturers and suppliers were obliged to
certify their goods and services through
a process conducted by third party companies qualified by ANP.
The certifying companies were also
obliged to follow the Local Content

Manual (the “Manual”) when carrying out
their services. The Manual was created by
ANP in 2007 and sets out the definitions,
methods and criteria for determining the
local content for goods, systems and services. Such methods are entirely based on
costs, information and documents of confidential nature from manufacturers, suppliers and sub-suppliers.
General certification rules
The certification rules are very detailed
as they deal with a number of situations and/or types of goods, services
and systems.
For example, most tradable products
in Brazil receive a classification number according to the Mercosur Common
Nomenclature (“NCM”), which ranges
from 00 to 97 in a crescent scale of added
value. For instance, the classification
number for ores is 26, whilst iron and
steel are classified as number 7. Boilers
have been classified as number 84.
	Products classified below 84 do not
need to be certified. They are measured
by what is known as “the simplified”
method and their local content are fixed
at either 100 percent or 0 percent. Under
the simplified method, the origin of the
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goods is controlled against its invoice
documentation and the goods need not
be “opened up”.
Information technology products, as
well as products used for logistic support that are not specifically linked to
the oil & gas industry, such as boats,
helicopters, cranes and winches, are also
classified by the simplified method.
For all standardised or serially produced items, the original local content certificate is valid for a period of
four years, provided there has been
no change in the specification of the
product or its composition or production process. The supplier must attach
a copy of the original local content certificate to each invoice issued and must
also confirm that there has been no
change to the product since its original
certification.
Challenges during the
certification process
Although the calculation and certification of local content is now highly regulated in Brazil, understanding the extent
of the requirements and documenting
compliance is not a straightforward process for many suppliers.

A point of controversy has been the certification of items included in the special
customs regime for goods used in the
petroleum sector (the REPETRO regime).
Under this regime, items manufactured
in Brazil are “fictitiously exported” for
tax purposes and then given a temporary
permission to “return” to the country.
Although such items are manufactured
in Brazil, and never physically leave
Brazilian territory, they may be treated
as imported for local content purposes.
Products that are manufactured abroad,
and later nationalized, are also considered as imported as in such cases the criteria of origin will prevail in accordance
with the Manual.
	Another problem is that since each
local content certificate and the certification documents is to be retained for
auditing purposes for five years from
the date of supply, suppliers are often
concerned that proprietary or confidential information about supply systems,
manufacturing and assembly processes
may enter the public domain.
Non-compliance
If, at the end of the exploration or development stage, it is evident that the

acquisition of goods and services from
Brazilian suppliers fails to meet the
local content requirements under the
concession agreement, the concessionaire will have to pay a fine. The fines are
calculated according to the minimum
local content percentage undertaken in
the Bidding Round and the non-realised
local content percentage.
These fines were introduced in an
effort by ANP to discourage non-compliance with local content rules. Similar
penalties for lack of due certification or
compliance with local content provisions are also found in many of the contracts throughout the supply chain.
Final comments
Compliance with local content rules and
implementing a consistent local content
programme are essential to the success
of any offshore project in Brazil. When
planning a local content programme, the
supplier’s understanding of the current
certification process (which is necessary
to prove compliance), as well as an appreciation of the challenges that can be faced
when dealing with certifying agencies
and protecting suppliers’ confidentiality
information, are of vital importance. •
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passenger transportation

THE ATHENS
REGULATION
– strenghtening the rights of passengers
On 31 December 2012 Regulation (EC) 392/2009 on the Liability of Carriers of
Passengers by Sea in the Event of Accidents (the “Athens Regulation”) entered
into force. The Athens Regulation implements in the EU and the EEA the
liability regime set out in the Athens Convention 2002 relating to the Carriage of
Passengers and their Luggage by Sea 1974, as amended by the 2002 Protocol
(the “Athens Convention 2002”).

T

he changes introduce stricter liability for shipowners,
higher limitation of liability limits and compulsory
insurance. In addition, claims for compensation can
now be brought directly against the insurer.
The EU has adopted the Athens Regulation because the
Athens Convention 2002 has not yet entered into force due
to the lack of ratification by a sufficient number of states.
Notwithstanding this, the EU has expressed its view that the
objective of creating a single set of rules governing the rights
of passengers carried by sea is more effectively achieved at
Community level.
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Scope of application
The Athens Regulation applies to the carriage of passengers
by sea provided that (i) the ship is flying the flag of or is registered in an EU/EEA member state, (ii) the contract of carriage
has been made in an EU/EEA member state or (iii) the place of
departure or destination or both, according to the contract of
carriage, are in a EU/EEA member state.
Whereas the Athens Convention 2002 only applies to international carriage, the Regulation extends its application to
certain types of domestic carriage, including carriage of passengers on board ships of Classes A and B (which are generally
larger ships). Member states have, however, the option to delay
the application to domestic carriage or to apply the application
to all ships in domestic carriage.
When the Athens Convention 2002 comes into force, it will
create a parallel system to the Athens Regulation.
Liability and limitation of liability
For death or personal injury claims, the Athens Regulation provides that in case of a “shipping incident” the carrier is strictly
liable to pay compensation for losses suffered up to an amount
of SDR 250,000 (approx. USD 387,500) per passenger. There
are exceptions for losses resulting from circumstances beyond
the carrier’s control such as acts of war or natural disasters, or
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if the incident was wholly caused by an act or omission done
with the intent to cause the incident by a third party, such as
for example a terrorist attack.
	A shipping incident is defined as a shipwreck, capsizing,
collision or the stranding of the ship, an explosion or fire in
the ship or a defect in the ship. If the loss or damage exceeds
SDR 250,000, the carrier is further liable up to a limit of SDR
400,000 (approx. USD 620,000) per passenger, unless the carrier proves that the incident which caused the loss occurred
without any fault or neglect on its part.
If the incident is not a shipping incident, the carrier is liable up to a limit of SDR 400,000 (approx. USD 620,000) per
passenger if the claimant can prove fault or negligence on the
part of the carrier.
The Athens Regulation has separate provisions for liability
for loss of or damage to luggage, valuables and mobility equipment such as wheelchairs.
The Athens Regulation does not affect the right of shipowners to limit liability for accidents under the International
Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims 1976,
as amended by the 1996 Protocol and any future amendments.
Advance payments
A provision in the Athens Regulation, which is not found in
the Athens Convention 2002, concerns cases of death or personal injury caused by a shipping incident. Here the carrier is
required to make an advance payment sufficient to cover immediate economic needs on a basis proportionate to the damage
suffered. The payment is to be made within 15 days and is not
to be less than EUR 21,000 in the event of death.
Passenger information
The Athens Regulation also provides that carriers shall be
obliged to provide information to passengers that explains
their rights under the Regulation. The Athens Convention 2002
has no similar provision.
Compulsory insurance
Ships that are licensed to carry more than 12 passengers and
are registered, entering or leaving an EU/EEA state, are now
required to maintain insurance which meets the requirements of the Athens Regulation and shall not be less than SDR
250,000 approx. USD 387,500) per passenger on each distinct
occasion. EU/EEA states are to issue certificates confirming that
the insurance requirements have been complied with. Ships to
which the Athens Regulation applies will not be permitted to
operate unless a certificate has been issued.
Direct action
The Athens Regulation provides that claims for compensation may be brought directly against the insurer. However, the

The EU has expressed its view that the
objective of creating a single set of rules
governing the rights of passengers carried
by sea is more effectively achieved at
Community level.

insurer will be entitled to limit their liability to SDR 250,000
(approx. USD 387,500) per passenger on each distinct occasion
even if the carrier is not entitled to limit liability for the claim.
The insurer will also be entitled to invoke any defences that
the carrier would have been able to invoke under the contract
of carriage.
Exceptions for terrorist attacks
The Athens Regulation gives effect to the 2006 IMO Reservation
and Guidelines for Implementation of the Athens Convention
2002, which addresses certain issues such as compensation for
terrorism-related damage. Under the Guidelines states may
make reservations in respect to applying lower limitation of
liability limits for terrorism-related incidents and for limiting
the requirement to maintain compulsory insurance to similar
amounts.
Implementation in Norway
The Athens Regulation was approved by the Norwegian EEA
Committee in 2011. In December 2012 the Norwegian government proposed a bill to parliament requesting that Norway
ratify the Athens Convention 2002 and pass legislation to
implement both the Athens Convention 2002 and the Athens
Regulation. There is also a proposal that parliament increase
the global limitation of liability limits for death or personal
injury claims by 43 percent from SDR 175,000 (approx. USD
271,250) to SDR 250,000 (approx. USD 387,500) for each passenger that the ship is certified to carry. It is expected that the
bill will be passed in early 2013.
Comment
The Athens Regulation will strengthen the rights of passengers
travelling by ships in the EU and EEA. It might also be a sign
of what is to come in the future in relation to the EU’s approach
to liability and compensation regimes in the shipping sector. •
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tax

Restoring tax exemptions for

POLISH WORKERS
on Norwegian ships
On 5 July 2012, Norway and Poland ratified an amendment protocol
(the “2012 Protocol”) to the Polish - Norwegian tax treaty of 2010 (the “2010
Treaty”). Indications from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggest
that the 2012 Protocol may become effective on 1 January 2014.

T

he aim of the 2012 Protocol
is to restore the tax exemptions for Polish workers on
Norwegian ships that were in force prior
to 2010. However the Norwegian shipping market has shown little enthusiasm for the change as the take up for
restored tax exemptions appears to have
been limited.
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The 2010 Treaty
The 2010 Treaty replaced the former
Polish-Norwegian tax treaty of 1977.
Under the 1977 treaty, Polish seamen

Contrary to the position
for seamen onboard
foreign vessels, income
earned by Polish workers
on NIS ship now became
subject to taxation.

Terje Fiskerstrand
tfi@wr.no

Hågen Hansen
hag@wr.no

were exempt from Polish tax when
working onboard ships registered in the
Norwegian International Ship Register
(“NIS”) trading in international waters

and managed from Norway. The result
was that these Polish workers were
exempt from tax both in Poland and
in Norway, as Norwegian domestic tax
law does not provide any legal basis for
taxing them.
The purpose of the 2010 Treaty, for
Norway, was to introduce the “credit
method” for avoiding double taxation.
However a further feature of the 2010
Treaty, which was apparently initiated by
Poland, was the introduction of an exclusive right for Poland to tax Polish seamen
onboard NIS ships trading in international waters (cf. Article 14 no. 3). The
consequences of this change soon became
clear to the shipping industry. Contrary to
the position for seamen onboard foreign
vessels, income earned by Polish workers on NIS ships now became subject to
taxation in Poland. Consequently many
Norwegian shipowners chose to flag out
their NIS registered vessels.
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The 2012 Protocol
Shortly after the 2010 Treaty came
into effect, the Norwegian Shipowners
Association took steps to have it
amended. The view held by the
Association was that the 2010 Treaty’s
regime discriminated against Polish
workers on NIS vessels as compared to
Polish workers on foreign vessels.
Norway and Poland entered into
negotiations which were concluded
on the signing of the 2012 Protocol.
The purpose of the 2012 Protocol is to
restore equal treatment of Polish seamen, regardless of the flag of the vessel
on which they are employed. According
to the 2012 Protocol’s preparatory works,
this objective has been achieved by
removing the provision in Article 14 no.
3 that gave Poland the exclusive right to
tax Polish seamen onboard NIS vessels.
To avoid taxation in Poland, a new
provision has been introduced (Article

22 no. 1, d) whereby Polish seamen
are granted tax credits as long as their
salaries are exempt from tax under
Norwegian law. Article 22 no. 1, litra
d) refers to, and relies on, the application of the standard credit method provisions of the 2010 Treaty. This in turn
presupposes that tax has been paid in
Norway. However, for Polish workers on
board NIS ships, no tax is payable under
Norwegian law and these salaries are
now exempt from Norwegian tax.
Thus, in practical terms it is no
longer possible to identify and calculate
the potential tax credit amount based
on the provisions of the 2010 Treaty
as amended by the 2012 Protocol. The
Norwegian preparatory works simply
state that according to Polish explanations, the new method satisfies the
requirements of a specific Polish law
allowance, which in turn leads to a tax
exemption in Poland.

As the restored tax exemption for Polish
seamen onboard NIS vessels depends
on Polish domestic law, one could ask
whether Poland is able to unilaterally
reintroduce taxation of these seamen
simply by amending Polish domestic
tax law.
Further, although not mentioned in
the Norwegian preparatory works, it is
likely that Polish seamen will still be
subject to advance payment of tax. The
advance payment will be refunded to the
Polish seamen at the time of tax assessment (after about one and a half years)
unless they can obtain an exemption
from advance tax payment.1
Reflections
Unofficial numbers suggest that since
2010, some 50 vessels have been
flagged-out from NIS and the number
of Polish seamen on NIS vessels have
been reduced by 500. This shows the
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Personnel news

dramatic effect that the 2010 Treaty
had on the Norwegian shipping market.2 Fortunately, the impact of the new
provisions appears to have been quickly
recognised and the Norwegian authorities took steps to amend the 2010 Treaty
without delay.
The Norwegian shipping industry
has however expressed its disappointment over the fact that the 2012 Protocol
will not become effective until 1 January
2014. Further Norwegian shipowners
who currently employ Polish seamen
are faced with the bureaucracy of seeking tax exemptions that are not applicable to their international competitors.
Looking ahead one may ask what
impact the 2012 Protocol will have. It
remains to be seen whether flagged-out
vessels will return to NIS, but at present there are few indications that this
will happen. For the future, the ambition must clearly be to avoid further
flagging-out of Norwegian vessels and
Norwegian shipping activities. This is
best done by establishing and maintaining a tax regime that is competitive, efficient and predictable. •
Polish seamen may independently apply to Polish
tax authorities for an exemption from the duty to
pay advance tax, and although it is assumed that
exemptions will be granted it is worth noting that no
general exemption has been put in place.
2 Finansavisen on 10 Jan 2013, page 20.
1

Personnel news
Gaute Gjelsten has taken over the leadership of
Wikborg Rein’s Shipping Offshore Group from Øystein
Meland and Morten Lund Mathisen. The deputy leader
of the group is Øyvind Axe from the Bergen office.
In Oslo Ena Aarseth Barder and Vidar Løhre have
both been appointed as senior lawyers and Nina M.
Hanevold has been appointed as a senior associate. Ellen Søiland has returned from her secondment
at Gard’s Oslo office. Øystein Djuv Stiansen has left
the firm and joined Skuld. Solveig Frostad is returning in March from her secondment to Yara in Geneva.
Christian Emil Pedersen has been seconded to the
London Office from the Corporate Group in Oslo.
Martine C. Dysvik has returned from Singapore and will
join the offshore team in the Oslo office in March.
At our Bergen office, Hågen Hansen has been
appointed as senior lawyer and Morten Valen Eide has
been appointed as senior associate.
In London, Jonathan Page has been appointed as senior lawyer. Jyoti Sharma has joined the firm as senior
associate. She is a qualified in both the UK and Malaysia
and joins the firm from DLA Piper. Chris Grieveson has
joined the London office from Singapore to head the
Emergency Response team in London.
Our Japan representative, Torgeir Willumsen, has been
appointed as senior lawyer.
Robert Joiner is a new partner at our Singapore office.
He has previously been working with another international law firm in Singapore. Siri Wennevik will join the
firm as a new partner in March and she will be based
in Singapore. Steffen Pedersen who spends time in
both the Shanghai and Singapore offices has been
appointed as senior lawyer.
In Shanghai Chelsea Chen has been appointed as a
senior lawyer and Alex Levi an English qualified lawyer
from the Corporate Group in Oslo has been seconded
to the office for a few months.
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WIKBORG REIN’S
MARITIME AND OFFSHORE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE 24/7
Members of our Maritime and Offshore Emergency
Response Team have extensive experience in handling the
practical and legal issues associated with casualties and
maritime emergencies. Our team, led by Morten Lund
Mathisen, assists insurers and owners in connection with
a wide range of incidents including:

Chamarel Wreck removal of grounded cable
laying vessel, Namibia
Gelso M Wreck removal of grounded chemical tanker, Italy
Bareli Grounding of container ship, oil pollution, cargo damage, wreck removal, China
KS Endeavour Explosion and fire on jack-up
rig, Nigeria
Ikan Jahan LOF/transhipment, grounded
cargo ship, Indonesia
Rena Wreck removal of grounded container
ship, New Zealand
Nordlys Fire on passenger ferry and c/w
berth, salvage, Norway
B Oceania Wreck removal of bulk carrier c/w
MV Xin Tai Hai, Malacca Strait
Navios Saggittarius Salvage of grounded
bulk carrier, Denmark
Double Prosperity Salvage of grounded bulk
carrier, Bakud Reef, Philippines
Godafoss Grounding, oil pollution, GA, salvage of multipurpose container ship, Norway
Jupiter 1 Wreck removal of capsized semisub
accommodation rig, Gulf of Mexico
Hub Kuching Salvage after fire and CTL of
container ship, South China Sea

Far Grimshader Supply vessel c/w semisub
Songa Dee, North Sea
West Atlas Wreck removal of drilling rig;
blowout and fire, Timor Sea, Australia
Full City Grounding, oil pollution, refloating
of bulk carrier, Norway
Crete Cement Grounding, oil pollution, refloating and sale of cement carrier, Norway
Bourbon Dolphin Capsizing and total loss of
anchor handler; casualties, Shetland
Repubblica di Genova Refloating and sale of
capsized roro ship; cargo damage, Belgium
Cembay Grounding on coral reef, salvage of
cement carrier, oil pollution, cargo damage,
Mexico
Big Orange XVII Well stimulation vessel c/w
platform, Ekofisk field, North Sea
Server Grounding, oil pollution, wreck removal of bulk carrier, Norway
Alaska Rainbow Cargo ship c/w passenger
ferry, River Mersey, England
Fjord Champion Fire and salvage of tanker,
Norway
Hyundai No. 105 Car carrier c/w VLCC
Kaminesan; cargo damage, wreck removal,
Singapore Strait

Rocknes Refloating of grounded and capsized bulk carrier; oil pollution; casualties,
Norway
Panam Serena Explosion and fire, salvage
and sale of chemical tanker; terminal claims;
casualties; Sardinia, Italy
Vans Princess Grounding of roro vessel; oil
pollution; cargo damage, Tartous, Syria
Tricolor Car carrier c/w container ship Kariba, sinking, wreck removal, cargo damage,
multi-jurisdiction litigation, English Channel
Hual Europe Grounding of car carrier, fire,
oil pollution, cargo damage, wreck removal,
Tokyo Bay, Japan
Amorgos Grounding of bulk carrier; sinking;
oil pollution, Taiwan
Dole America Salvage of cargo ship c/w Nab
Tower; Portsmouth, England
Norwegian Dream Cruise ship c/w container
ship Ever Decent, fire, personal injury, cargo
damage, salvage, English channel
Sun Vista Fire and total loss of cruise vessel,
Malacca Strait
Clipper Kawa Grounding and total loss and
sale of bulk carrier, Kandla, India

MARITIME AND OFFSHORE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM CONTACTS:
Europe & Worldwide
Morten Lund Mathisen
+47 994 57 575
Gaute Gjelsten
+47 995 23 535
Herman Steen
		
+47 93 03 46 93

London
Chris Grieveson		
+44 7966 448274
Clare Calnan			
+44 7595 607958
Singapore
Robert Joiner 			
+65 8518 6239

Clara Tan 			
+65 6496 8352
Shanghai
Yafeng Sun
+86 1391 700 6677
Chelsea Chen		
+86 1381 687 8480

Kobe
Torgeir Willumsen
+81 903 260 7668
Emergency number:
+47 22 82 77 00
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shipping offshore group

Our services /
• Construction, repair and conversion
contracts for ships, rigs and other 		
offshore units.
• Sale and purchase of ships, rigs and
other offshore units.
• Ship financing, liens and mortgages
• Organisation and management
structures for shipowners.
• Restructurings and acquisitions of
shipping and offshore companies.
• Emergency response and casualty
work, including investigations, 		
limitation of liability, liability for 		
oil spill and collisions, maritime 		
inquiry, wreck removal and related 		
public law issues.
• Chartering and operation of ships,
both general marine and offshore.
• Offshore charter contracts for rigs,
FSOs, FPSOs, FSRUs and FLNGs.
• Cargo claims and crew matters.
• Arrest, salvage and general average.
• Maritime insurance, including hull &
machinery and P&I claims and
interpretation of club rules.
• Registration of ships, choice of flag
and registration.
• Control and classification of ships.
• Freight forwarding and land
transportation.

WIKBORG REIN’S
SHIPPING OFFSHORE GROUP
Wikborg Rein’s Shipping Offshore Group is a leading
global maritime practice with more than 80 dedicated
Norwegian, English, Chinese and Singaporean lawyers.

With offices in Oslo, Bergen, London, Singapore, Shanghai and Kobe, and
an alliance with Brazilian law firm Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa e Guerreiro
Advogados, Wikborg Rein has a unique industry knowledge and competence matched with an international presence. The Group, together with
many of our individual lawyers, has for many years been recommended as
leaders in their field by Legal 500, Chambers and other rating agencies. In
2011 the firm was awarded Lloyd’s List Asian Maritime Law Firm of the Year
Award.
Over the last three years we have been instructed on more than 2500 international shipping and offshore cases, and we have acted on numerous crossborder transactions in more than 50 countries. We serve clients across the
full range of shipping, transport and offshore activities, including shipowners,
offshore companies, marine insurers, shipyards, equipment providers, shipbrokers and agents, shipping banks as well as companies related to freight
forwarding and land transportation.
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Oslo
Kronprinsesse Märthas pl. 1
PO Box 1513 Vika
0117 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 82 75 00
oslo@wr.no
Partners
Trond Eilertsen tei@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 12/+47 901 99 186
Anders W. Færden awf@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 44/+47 908 28 382
Gaute Gjelsten ggj@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 31/+47 995 23 535
Henrik Hagberg heh@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 52/+47 916 16 888
Bernhard Haukali bha@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 16/+47 480 34 625

Henrik M. Hafstad hmh@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 63/+47 922 15 283

Øystein Sellevold ose@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 53/+47 975 45 317

Greta Hollmén gho@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 35/+47 984 79 463

Astrid Pleym Løseth apl@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 19/+47 416 25 904

Ingrid Bjørke Larsen inb@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 79/+47 416 01 203

Karina Fossmark Pedersen kfp@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 08/+47 410 07 403

Kaja Oftedal Rasting kof@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 90/+47 926 26 034

London
Cheapside House
138 Cheapside
London EC2V 6HS, England
Tel +44 20 7367 0300
london@wr.no

Ole Johan Stensli ojs@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 45/+47 901 49 875
Bergen
Olav Kyrresgt. 11
PO Box 1233 Sentrum,
5811 Bergen, Norway
Tel +47 55 21 52 00
bergen@wr.no

Partners
Finn Bjørnstad fbj@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0335/+44 771 4126 300
Clare Calnan clc@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0304/+44 759 560 7958

Morten Lund Mathisen mlm@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 75/+47 994 57 575

Partners
Øyvind Axe axe@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 71/+47 970 55 558

Johan Rasmussen jra@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 35/+47 918 00 933

Linn Hertwig Eidsheim lhe@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 21/+47 970 55 557

Rob Jardine-Brown rjb@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0305/+44 7785 722 147

Oddbjørn Slinning osl@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 14/+47 481 21 650

Christian Friis cfr@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 35/+47 911 48 237

Joe McGladdery jmg@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0302/+44 771 311 3115

Are Zachariassen aza@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 72/+47 909 18 308

Jon Heimset jhe@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 72/+47 908 55 702

Senior Lawyers
Ena Aarseth Barder eba@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 45/+47 958 30 638

Øystein Meland ome@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 75/+47 901 42 033

Senior Lawyers
Birgitte Karlsen bka@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0309/+44 7525 071 742

Guy C. Leonard gcl@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 37/+47 977 35 003
Vidar Løhre vlo@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 42/+47 988 10 677
Herman Steen hst@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 94/+47 930 34 693
Senior Associates
Morten Baggerød mba@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 76/+47 957 71 195
Mari G. Christensen mgj@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 74/+47 990 32 991
Martine C. Dysvik mcd@wr.com.sg
+65 6496 8230/+65 9674 4906
Marie Efpraxiadis mef@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 15/+47 913 76 313

Geir Ove Røberg gor@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 65/+47 900 35 045
Lars Inge Ørstavik lio@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 69/+47 918 53 534
Senior Lawyers
Richard Bjerk rbj@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 31/+47 918 71 961
Hågen Hansen hag@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 68/+47 920 67 807
Terje Fiskerstrand tfi@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 56/+47 917 97 279
Christian James-Olsen col@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 70/+47 928 33 919
Kristoffer Larsen Rognvik klr@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 42/+47 970 55 566

Nina M. Hanevold nmh@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 09/+47 911 18 200

Senior Associates
Morten Valen Eide mei@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 67/+47 932 20 980

Jesper Johns Jørgensen jjj@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 34/+47 415 12 292

Cecilie Koch Hatlebrekke ckh@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 81/+47 416 49 158

Yannis Litinas yli@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 29/+47 912 46 775

Torunn Onarheim Hauge toh@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 29/+47 970 78 920

Ellen Søiland eso@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 68/+47 938 14 014

Erik Hoffmann-Dahl ehd@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 39/+47 920 92 385

Associates
Mudassar Amin mam@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 66/+47 904 76 711

Torgeir Hovden tho@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 48/+47 414 57 707

Marte Dyvik mst@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 37/+47 934 57 414

Anja Kallestad akl@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 96/+47 995 32 619

Beate Fiskerstrand bfi@wr.no
+47 22 82 76 68/+47 996 39 593

Associates
Mari Huser-Hestetun mhh@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 78/+47 917 59 272

Solveig Frostad sfr@wr.no
+47 22 82 75 27/+47 916 55 770

Kristine Møen Halvorsen cmh@wr.no
+47 55 21 52 14/+47 924 34 769

Chris Grieveson cjg@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 03008/+44 7966 448 274

Jonathan Page jpa@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 77367 0303/+44 7713 112 103
Ronin Zong rlz@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0323/+44 7730 066 553
Senior Associates
Andreas Fjærvoll-Larsen afl@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0321/+44 7711 304 251
Christian Emil Pedersen cep@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 03206/+44 7841 697 476
Jyoti Sharma jys@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 77367 0337/+44 7568 106 504
Associates
Olivia Boyle olb@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0327/+44 7713 113 078
Lesley Tan les@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0314/+44 788 9605 529
Christel Kvalvik chk@wrco.co.uk
+44 20 7367 0307/+44 7730 066 553
Shanghai
Hong Kong New World Tower,
Room 1702
No. 300 Huai Hai Middle Road
Shanghai 200021, China
Tel +86 21 6339 0101
shanghai@wr.no
Partners
Yafeng Sun yfs@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 1391 700 6677
Geir Sviggum gsv@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 1391 861 3473
Senior Associates
Chelsea Chen cch@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 1381 687 8480
Alexander Levi ale@wr.no
+86 21 6339 0101/+47 906 01 248

Associates
Yvonne Hu yhu@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 138 1813 9635
Claire Jiang cji@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 138 1676 7292
Jay Shi jsh@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 186 1189 9183
Emma Yang eya@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 139 1742 7798
Xiaochen Yu cch@wrco.com.cn
+86 21 6339 0101/+86 135 8588 9786
Kobe
Sannomiya Kokusai Bldg. 5F
1-30, Hamabe-dori 2-chome
Chuo-ku
Kobe 651-0083, Japan
Tel +81 78272 1777
kobe@wr.no
Japan Representative
Torgeir Willumsen twi@wrco.jp
+81 78 272 1777/+81 90 3260 7668
Singapore
6 Raffles Quay #10-05/07
Singapore 048580
Tel +65 6438 4498
singapore@wr.no
Partners
Robert Joiner raj@wr.com.sg
+65 6496 8359/+65 8518 6239
Florence Ong flo@wr.com.sg
+65 6496 8228/+65 9150 8237
Per Magne Ristvedt pmr@wr.com.sg
+65 6496 8212/+65 9723 3027
Senior Lawyers
Steffen Pedersen ssp@wr.com.sg
+65 6496 8358/+65 8218 8854
Pan Asia WIKBORG REIN LLC
in alliance with Wikborg Rein
6 Raffles Quay #10-05/07
Singapore 048580
Tel +65 6438 1669
Directors
June Ho jho@wralliance.com.sg
+65 6496 8350/+65 9690 3391
Clara Tan cla@wralliance.com.sg
+65 6496 8352/+65 9818 7278
Chee Fang Theng
fangtheng@wralliance.com.sg
+65 6496 8216/+65 9863 2931
Senior Associates
Karen Ong kar@wralliance.com.sg
+65 6496 8820/+65 9199 4646
Vieira, Rezende, Barbosa
e Guerreiro advogados
in alliance with Wikborg Rein
Av. Presidente Wilson, 231
18˚andar, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
20030-021
Tel +55 21 2217 2888
Wikborg Rein contact
Joyce B. Souza Jacobsen
jjacobsen@vrbg.com.br
+55 21 8094 6666/+55 21 2217 2834

www.wr.no

Oslo
Tel +47 22 82 75 00
Fax +47 22 82 75 01
oslo@wr.no

Bergen
Tel +47 55 21 52 00
Fax +47 55 21 52 01
bergen@wr.no

London
Tel +44 20 7367 0300
Fax +44 20 7367 0301
london@wr.no

Singapore
Tel +65 6438 4498
Fax +65 6438 4496
singapore@wr.no

Shanghai
Tel +86 21 6339 0101
Fax +86 21 6339 0606
shanghai@wr.no

Kobe
Tel +81 78 272 1777
Fax +81 78 272 1788
kobe@wr.no

